


EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR RIDER AND MOTORBIKE

RULES

BRIEFING FOR MOTORBIKE RIDERS

Signs on the track
- Pay attention to the pit lane marshal's instructions for going out on the track.
- Pay attention to the pit lane exit lights, the marshal’s flags and the electronic flags.
- Red = STOP / Green = GO OUT ONTO THE TRACK

Flags and regulations 
- On the track, the flags will be shown to you from the trackside by the marshals.
- Make sure you respect this code, which guarantees everyone’s safety. 
- Be aware of the devices for respecting the racing line, kerbs, (positive and negative) 
- Take a few laps to find where they are.

Exit from the pits
- Keep to the left until the first corner and do not cross the white line..

Return to the Pit Lane
- In the last corner, stay on the left and signal your intention. Do not cut across at the last moment.
- The maximum speed in the paddock is 30km/h and 60km/h in the pit lane.

Noise limit and checks 
- The noise emission limit is 102 dB.

Running off the track and/or crashing
- In the event of a fire, move to safety, away from the bike and leave the circuit staff to deal with it.
- If you run off the track into a gravel trap, do not try to get out of the gravel.  Wait for the breakdown service. 
- If all is well, leave the bike and move to a safe position behind the safety barrier.
- If in doubt, do not move, do not remove your helmet. The marshals and a medical team will take care of your safety.

Overtaking 
- If you are faster, the vehicle in front of you has priority. You must take all necessary precautions to overtake safely.

Rider equipment:
- Full-face helmet mandatory, valid homologation and in good condition. 
- Sunglasses are not recommended.
- One-piece suit in very good condition (a two-piece suit may be allowed if it is 

attached to the trousers all around the waist).
- Rigid back protector is mandatory.
- Track boots and track gloves in very good condition.
- Headlights and indicators taped over.
- Mirrors removed or taped over.
- Empty the storage spaces under the seat.

Date and signature, preceded by the words "Read and accepted“:

Motorbike equipment:
- Cameras allowed on the fairing with a retaining cable
- Cameras not allowed on the helmet.
- Tyres and brakes in good condition.
- Crankcase protection recommended

DRAPEAUX

Shown WAVED at a marshal's
post
- During the opening of the track
by the course car before the start
of any part of an event, to
indicate that EVERYTHING IS OK
at the post
- Indicates the start of a warm-up
lap or the beginning of a practice
session if the Race Director
judges it necessary
- End of a neutralised zone or
shown for 1 lap to indicate a
return of the track to its original
state.
- Restart after a Safety-Car
incident

Shown STATIONARY at a
marshal's post
- To warn competitors of a
slippery surface on the track in
the area after the post for a
maximum of 4 laps.
- Reduce your speed and remain
vigilant.
- Is shown with a hand raised
towards the sky to indicate the
start of a rain shower
- There is no need to display a
green flag in the area after the
one where this flag is displayed.

Shown WAVED at a marshal's
post
One flag:
- Reduce your speed, do not
overtake. Be ready to change
direction. There is a danger on
the edge or on a part of the
track
- Shown for 2 consecutive laps
ahead of the dangerous area to
indicate an obstacle that could
not be removed, to the
competitors.
- Any overtaking is STRICTLY
forbidden

Shown WAVED

- At the start line to stop a
practice session or a race.
- Is given out to the marshal’s
posts but may be shown ONLY on
the orders of the Race Director
- All overtaking is forbidden
- Must be shown until there are
no moving cars on the track.
Practice: All cars immediately
reduce speed and proceed
slowly to the pit lane
Race: Cars immediately reduce
speed and proceed slowly to the
red flag line.

Shown STATIONARY at a
marshal's post
- To a car coming out of the pits
at the moment when one or
more cars are approaching on
the track
Shown WAVED
Practice: Give way to a faster car
that is right behind you and is
about to overtake you.
Sprint Race: You are about to be
overtaken by a car that is at least
one lap ahead. Let them pass.
Endurance Race: You will be
overtaken by a faster car.


